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Adam Randall's father may be dead, but his soul is trapped in this mysterious, spooky old mansion.
The mansion is full of scary monsters and a mysterious evil entity. Plenty of interesting puzzles
abound. You play as Adam. You must save your father's soul, and as it turns out, the world from evil.
To uncover the secrets of his dead father's haunted mansion in order to find portals to other
dimension like hell and heaven and stop a demon from taking over the world, Adam Randall has to
solve puzzles and kill monsters. Or does he? Found a copy in a bargain bin sale of this old time
classic. I played it with dosbox on a vista machine without any issues. It's graphically dated heavily,
but what do you expect for a 12 year old game! The game is a FPS/Adventure game hybrid. It's what
I call pseudo 3D, you can't look up or down, just spin in 360 (think Wolf3D). Game play can get tricky
with a very limited supply of health pots, and a somewhat average interface (Tip: Press I), but on the
whole it's passable.

One main strength of the game is the mood. There game heavily uses full motion video, and whilst
the acting is b-grade and the plot is very choppy, the game as a whole feels genuinely creepy. It also
does a good job of making you question the 'good guys'. Are they really helping, or are they just
waiting to stab you in the back? The other major selling point is the games length. There are from
memory 18 chapters, which range in game play time from 10minutes to, potentially, hours. My first
play through took me a week with some serious devotion of time.

Dated, yes, but if you missed this years ago and can find it for $5, give it a look. Cheaper than a
movie, and more entertaining than most movies. This game is one of the best horror/shooter games
I've ever played. The plot is a little choppy, but the game never fails to send you plenty of chills and
excitement. Many people shelved the game when they found that there are no cheat codes for it and
very little health potions and ammo to be found. But actually, after you've gone through the game
once, you are more familiar with the monsters and different rooms, so you can easily get by the
second time around. The puzzles are great, not too hard, not too easy. There are tons of different
monsters so you never get bored. And there are plenty of gaming areas. You really feel like you're in
a good Stephen King novel as you play. It's nice and creepy. Pick this game up cheap and have some
fun. 646f9e108c 
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